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Abstract—The Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast (ADS-B)
technology, already deployed by the major avionics companies (e.g.
QatarAirways and AmericanAirlines), will become mandatory on board
of civil and military aircraft flying in Class A, B, and C airspaces by 2020,
enabling direct airplanes communications and enhanced flights monitoring. However, ADS-B has been designed without security considerations, thus being vulnerable to a variety of attacks, including message
injection and messages order manipulation attacks, that can be easily
performed via widely available commercial Software Defined Radios.
To address these threats, we present Securing Open Skies (SOS), a
standard-compliant, backward-compatible, loss-tolerant, and bandwidth
efficient security framework to secure ADS-B communications. SOS
leverages the real deployment of densely distributed, participatory ADSB sensor networks such as OpenSky Network and Flight Radar, and
provides message authentication and integrity security services on a
time-slot basis, without resorting to any public key cryptography mechanism. Experimental performances obtained through a realistic proofof-concept, deployed using commercial Ettus Research X310 Software
Defined Radios, demonstrate the viability and effectiveness of our solution, even in presence of uniformly at random or burst packet loss
events characterizing the ADS-B frequency band. For instance, SOS
allows the verification of the authenticity of ADS-B messages requiring
less than 50% of bandwidth overhead, with a percentage of verifiable
slots above 80%, even in an highly lossy environment, characterized
by a single packet loss probability of 60% —the process requiring less
than one second: almost one tenth of similar approaches published in
the literature. Finally, a thorough comparison against state of the art
solutions in the literature highlights the unique security and reliability
features enjoyed by SOS, as well as its practical viability.
Index Terms—ADS-B, Security, Authentication, GNURadio, OpenParticipation Communities.
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I NTRODUCTION

In the avionics systems landscape, the year 2020 represents
a watershed, bringing in important updates on the overall system architecture and the underlying communication
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technologies [1]. Within these topical upgrades, the mandatory adoption of the Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B) communication technology for all civil
and military aircraft flying in Class A, B, C and (partially)
E air-spaces stems as one of the most important building
blocks towards the deployment of a capillary, effective, and
efficient monitoring of the skies [2], [3].
Even using the same operating frequency 1090 MHz
of ancestor RF and radar-based technologies (Secondary
Surveillance Radar (SSR), Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS), and Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System
(ATCRBS), to name a few), ADS-B enables an aircraft to
originate its own messages, mainly reporting identification,
position, and speed information, and to broadcast them
wirelessly, without the need for the aircraft to be individually polled by base stations at the ground level [2], [4]. This
simple idea provides a few advantages, including direct
communications with nearby airplanes, improved remote
monitoring, and enhanced situation awareness by on-board
pilots [5].
In order to put a premium on message availability,
ADS-B has been designed without any security consideration. Indeed, messages are delivered in clear text, without
any inherent security mechanism to validate their integrity
and authenticity. This approach was conceived to boost
message availability on the receivers, and it is actually
paving the way to the rise of spontaneous open communities, such as OpenSky Network and Flight Radar, continuously gathering clear text messages thanks to a very
dense participatory sense network, mainly aimed at tracking
and monitoring air-traffic activities [6]. Unfortunately, the
lack of security mechanisms do expose this technology to a
wide range of attacks, including Message Injection Attacks,
Ghost Aircraft Injection, Message Order Manipulation, and
Aircraft Disappearance, to name a few [7].
Despite the evident need for a security framework for
ADS-B supported communications, securing avionics communications is a challenging task. In fact, a suitable security
solution has to accomplish at the same time a wide range of
sometimes conflicting system requirements [1], [8]. Specifically, because of very time-consuming maintenance and
certification processes, security solutions need to be minimally invasive, preferably requiring simple software updates to the hardware already deployed, while maintaining,
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at the same time, full backward-compatibility and standardcompliance with already existing hardware and software
deployments [9], [10]. At the same time, the high congestion
on the 1090ES frequency band suggests the adoption of a
solution with limited message overhead, that could also
provide robustness to packet losses, as an overwhelming
amount of new messages would further worsen the congestion [11], [1].
The amount of the literature addressing ADS-B security
issues is sharply increasing over the last few years. However, as it will be discussed in detail in Sec. 3, a solution
able to provide: security guarantees in a standard compliant and backward-compatible fashion, high robustness to
packet loss issues, and a tolerable message overhead, is still
missing.
Contributions This paper is inspired by our recent
contribution [12], where we proposed SOS, a security
framework tailored on the strict requirements and severe
constraints of the ADS-B communication technology. SOS
integrates the well-known Timed-Efficient Streamed Loss
Tolerant Authentication (TESLA) protocol within the ADSB message format in a standard-compliant and backwardcompatible fashion, without requiring any hardware modification to the existing deployments. SOS allows the verification of the authenticity of ADS-B messages on a timeslot basis, without resorting to resource-demanding publickey cryptography solutions. In addition, SOS leverages the
distributed nature of community-oriented receivers, such as
OpenSky Network and Flight Radar, allowing to overcome
packet loss events on single communication links without
any modification to the underlying communication technology. While being inspired by [12], in this paper we extend
that work in many different directions: (i) we modify the
SOS framework in a way to efficiently overcome Message
Order Manipulation attacks, thus widening the range of
possible attacks that SOS is able to identify and reject;
(ii) we provide a real proof-of-concept of the SOS framework using commercial Software Defined Radios (SDRs),
practically demonstrating the viability and feasibility of
our proposal for real ADS-B communication scenarios; (iii)
we develop a thorough study of the performance of our
solution, validating our previous analytic findings with real
experiments; (iv) we definitively assess the robustness of
the SOS framework to packet loss issues, experimentally
verifying its performance in the presence of packet losses
events happening uniformly at random or in bursts; and,
(v) we identified a set of system security requirements
that must be fulfilled by any security solution tailored for
the ADS-B communication scenario, and we evaluated the
most relevant related work and the SOS solution against
these requirements. Our study further confirms the high
suitability of SOS as a candidate for securing the next
generation of avionics communications. Indeed, configuring
SOS with a time-slot duration of 2 seconds and deploying 8
receivers, it is possible to authenticate ADS-B messages by
requiring less than the 50% of bandwidth overhead, with
a percentage of verifiable slots above the 80% even in an
highly lossy environment, with the 60% of loss probability
on a single packet delivery. At the same time, stealthy and
powerful active adversaries can be thwarted always in less
than 1 second, almost ten times less than similar approaches

published in the literature.
Finally, the source code of our proof-of-concept has
been released as open source at the following link: https:
//github.com/ssciancalepore/SOS_Securing_Open_Skies.
This allows practitioners, industries, and academia to verify
our claims and to compare their own solutions with SOS,
eventually using our source code as a ready-to-use basis for
their software development.
Roadmap The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Sec. 2 provides the necessary background; Sec. 3 reviews
the current literature on ADS-B security; Sec. 4 introduces
SOS, providing details about its integration in the ADS-B
technology, while Sec. 5 highlights the most important security considerations. Sec. 6 provides a thorough performance
evaluation of SOS using a real proof-of-concept and, finally,
Sec. 7 tightens conclusions and draws our future activities.
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BACKGROUND

In this section we provide more details on the ADS-B
communication technology, some relevant security considerations, the system security requirements, as well as the
adversary model. Finally, we describe the TESLA scheme,
that is the core of SOS.
2.1

The ADS-B Communication Technology

The ADS-B technology has been designed in the 1990s,
in order to satisfy the need to provide commercial and
military aircraft with an updated communication scheme,
able to extend the communication range while also reducing
costs. Indeed, ADS-B enables aircraft to generate messages
autonomously, thus drastically shortening the latency in
providing information to other aircraft and ground basestations. Fig. 1 depicts the typical communication scenario.

Figure 1. General Scenario of the ADS-B communication technology.

The aircraft periodically acquires its own position via
Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites, and broadcasts
it using two on-board antennas. This mode of operation is
called ADS-B OUT, and it is meant to provide information
such as identification, position, and speed of the airplane
to the ground receiving stations. No receiving capabilities
are required to the aircraft. In the alternate (optional) mode,
namely ADS-B IN, the airplanes exchange information between each other, mainly related to Flight Information Service - Broadcast (FIS-B), Traffic Information Service - Broadcast (TIS-B) data and other ADS-B messages. Today, ADS-B
OUT is already on-board of a large number of commercial
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and military aircraft, and will become mandatory on-board
of aircraft flying in Class A, B, C and E air-spaces by 2020.
ADS-B IN, instead, will remain optional, even if some major
airline companies such as American Airlines and Turkish
Airlines, have already equipped the aircraft with this subsystem [13], [14].
The standards published and maintained by
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and
Radio Technology Commission Aeronautics (RTCA) define
that the information exchange according to the ADS-B
communication technology is mandatory over the altitude
of 18,000 feet (i.e., about 5,500 meters), and it uses the
frequency band 1090MHz, namely Extended Squitter 1090 MHz (1090ES). The channel bandwidth dedicated to
the transmission is 50kHz, and the standard modulation
used at the physical layer is the Pulse-Position Modulation
(PPM) [15]. The maximum theoretical transmission range is
320 Nautical Miles, i.e. ≈ 600 km.
Packets delivered according to the 1090ES communication technology are characterized by a maximum message
size of only 112 bits, with a maximum payload size of 56
bits, as depicted in Fig. 2.
Preamble
(8 bits)

DF
(5 bits)

Type
(8 bits)

Capability
(3 bits)

Altitude
(12 bits)

ICAO Address
(24 bits)

T
(1 bit)

F
(1 bit)

Payload
(56 bits)

Latitude
(17 bits)

Parity PI
(24 bits)

Longitude
(17 bits)

Figure 2. ADS-B 1090ES message format.

The typical 1090ES packet includes the following fields:
-

-

-

-

-

Downlink Format (DF) (5 bits). It provides an indication of the transmission encoding. In the case of
1090ES, it is fixed to the decimal value 17.
Capability (3 bits). It is used to report the capability
of an ADS-B transmitting installation that is based on
a Mode-S transponder. Each value takes a particular
meaning, as described in [16]. Specifically, the decimal value 0 is reserved to a Level 1 Transponder,
the decimal values from 4 to 6 indicates a level-2
transponder, while the other values are reserved to
maintain backward-compatibility.
ICAO Address (24 bits). It provides the unique identification of the transmitting aircraft, through the last
24 bits of the ICAO address assigned to the aircraft.
Parity Information (PI). It is a Cyclic Redundancy
Check (CRC), calculated through a dedicated polynomial function, used to provide error detection.
Payload (56 bits). It includes the following sub-fields:
-

-

-

Type (8 bits). It identifies the specific type of
the payload message.
Altitude (12 bits). It reports the actual altitude
of the aircraft, expressed as a barometric altitude.
Time T flag (1 bit). It indicates whether the
epoch of validity for the data reported in the
message is an exact 0.2 second UTC epoch.
Subfield F flag (1 bit). It indicates if the following position data are the even (0) or the odd (1)

-

part of the message. This is indeed necessary
because latitude and longitude data, reported
according to the Compact Position Reporting
(CPR), do not fit into a single ADS-B message,
but require two consecutive messages to be
correctly decoded. The precision is about 5.1
meters.
Latitude (17 bits). It reports the current latitude
in the position of the aircraft.
Longitude (17 bits). It reports the current longitude in the position of the aircraft.

The ADS-B standard that is used today is the result of
many modifications and amendments, developed throughout the years. As such, the requirements and capabilities
of the transponders on-board of the aircraft have evolved
over the time, based on technological advances in navigation equipment centered on GPS satellites, ground-based
equipment and aircraft equipment.
Three versions of ADS-B exist, as well as three types
of transponders have been defined: ABS-B DO-260 is often
identified as version 0, ADS-B DO-260(A) as version 1, and
ADS-B DO-260(B) as version 2. The most recent version is
DO-260(B), that includes, between the many features, also
Geometric Vertical Accuracy (GVA) capabilities, information
on the type of ADS-B in (i.e. 1090ES in or UAT in), added
Active Resolution Advisories, and Target Statuses such as
Autopilot mode, Vertical Navigation mode, AltitudeHold
mode, Approach Mode and LNAV Mode, to name a few.
The RTCA actually recommends the transmission of 21
packets over a time window of 5 seconds, consisting in 10
position messages, 10 velocity messages, and a single identification message. However, we highlight that an aircraft
can increase freely this transmission rate, up to a maximum
recommended transmission rate of 6 messages per second,
averaged over 60 seconds time interval.
2.2

ADS-B Security

Despite providing many systemic advantages (improved situation awareness, better airplane visibility, reduced costs),
as it emerges from the description of the content of a sample
1090ES packet, ADS-B does not include any field dedicated
to security measures. Hence, messages are transmitted in
clear text over the wireless communication interface, mainly
to boost their availability at the receivers. However, this
feature also makes it simple to eavesdrop such messages;
what is needed is a simple receiving antennas tuned on the
1090 MHz frequency band [17]. It is worth noticing that
nowadays the wide availability of commercial SDRs has
drastically lowered the skills necessary to access information
broadcasted by aircraft, as well as to inject fake information.
In fact, as ADS-B messages are neither authenticated nor
integrity-protected, it is not possible to distinguish between
a legitimate message (i.e., originated by a legitimate airplane) and a fake one, generated by a malicious adversary
with the aim of disrupting the communication [18]. Thus, a
malicious adversary could forge fake messages, by simply
mimicking the same structure of legacy ADS-B messages
and transmitting them wirelessly using a commercial SDR.
Using such a simple and cheap strategy, message injection
attacks could be performed. For instance, if a custom ICAO
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address is chosen by the adversary, a brand new aircraft can
be injected in the communication scenario, realizing a Ghost
Aircraft Injection attack [17].
At the same time, the adversary could record messages
emitted by legitimate aircraft at a given time and replay
them on the wireless communication channel in a different
time instant, achieving a replay attack and confusing the
receivers about the actual position of a legitimate aircraft.
Also, jamming attacks are possible, preventing the correct localization of an aircraft.
The free access to information originated by airplanes
equipped with the ADS-B communication technology has
boosted the rise of private initiatives dedicated to the gathering of these data, aimed at providing enhanced tracking
and monitoring services. In this context, one of the most
important initiatives is the OpenSky Network project [6].
OpenSky Network is a community-based receiver network,
that continuously collects ADS-B data delivered from operating airplanes. In addition, OpenSky Network makes data
accessible to researchers worldwide for experimentation
and testing. Today, with over 6 trillion ADS-B and Mode
S messages collected from more than 1000 sensors deployed
over 70 countries worldwide, OpenSky Network exhibits
the largest air traffic surveillance dataset of its kind [13].
Several work in the last years already leveraged OpenSky
Network, its distributed architecture and the data it provides for some dedicated studies [19], [20], [21], [22].
As it will clearly emerge from the following sections, unlike to the other contributions to the field, the proposed SOS
framework is inspired to the architecture of communityoriented networks such as the OpenSky Network, leveraging a large number of receivers and a joint processing of the
received messages on centralized servers.
2.3

Security System Requirements

The provisioning of a feasible and effective solution to
secure ADS-B communications requires the fulfillment of a
number of critical security system requirements. In detail:
•

•

•

Standard Compliance. The ADS-B standard that
is available today is the result of several discussions, modifications, compromise, and refinements
that took place since the 1990s. Modifying the logic
of the standard would require to trigger highly timeconsuming processes. Thus, the solution must be
compliant to the message format and the communication logic defined by the latest version of the
standard.
Backward-compatibility. The deployment of new security solutions should be transparent to the system.
Indeed, given that the transition would take time and
will not happen at the same time for all the aircraft,
it must be backward-compatible, to still allow operation of aircraft that have not updated their systems.
No Modifications to the Existing Hardware. As previously mentioned, the industrial processes behind
the construction and delivering of an airplane are
very time-consuming and sensitive. Solution requiring the hardware modification of any part of an
actual aircraft design would lead to increased costs

•

•

•
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and maintenance time.Thus, the ideal security solution must come at the expense of a simple software
update, not requiring any hardware modification on
already delivered or operating aircraft.
Limited Message Overhead. The 1090ES frequency
band is actually used by several avionics technologies, including ADS-B, SSR, TCAS, and ATCRBS, to
name a few. Thus, increasing too much the number
of messages transmitted on this frequency would
further worsen the congestion and reduce the effective usability of the solution. Thus, the security
techniques must introduce a limited message overhead to the already existing message rate of ADS-B
communications.
Soundness of Cryptography Elements. The limited
payload size available in the standard ADS-B packet
should not affect the overall security level of the
solution. Indeed, the same security guarantees that
apply to regular wireless networks must be provided
also to ADS-B communications.
Robustness to Packet Loss Events. As previously
highlighted, the high number of communication
technologies sharing the 1090ES frequency band lead
to remarkable packet loss phenomena. They are further worsen by the notable sensitivity of ADS-B communications to the presence of obstacles, that reduce
the effective transmission range of the communication. Hence, an effective security solution must be
resilient against packet loss phenomena, being able
to overcome the incomplete reception of packets on
single communication links.
Adversary Model

In this paper we assume a very powerful adversary, characterized by both passive and active features. The adversary
is equipped with Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) devices
such as SDRs [23], with antennas tuned on the 1090 MHz
frequency band, thus being able to intercept any message
originated by airplanes in a given area around its position.
Moreover, the adversary is also able to forge and inject
fake messages, reporting spoofed ICAO addresses from
legitimate airplanes, thus being indistinguishable from a
legitimate ADS-B transmitter.
In order to stay stealthy, the adversary follows the recommendation of the ADS-B standard on the transmission
rate: thus, it injects packets with a rate that does not exceed 6
messages/second. In addition, the adversary can also modify the order of arrival of legitimate packets, for instance by
recording the message, jamming its reception on the receiver
side (e.g. via directive jamming), and then replaying at a
later time the message previously recorded. This is indeed
possible given that ADS-B does not include any sequencing
of the messages, and the time relationship between consecutive messages is achieved only via the time of arrival at
the receiver. The adversary is not spatially limited: indeed,
using ADS-B equipped Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV),
it can also move with the aircraft (for at least a portion of
the flight), changing its position in different time frames.
Indeed, such limitations are in line with the vast majority
of threats and adversaries that the actual deployment of the
ADS-B technology can face in regular operations [1].
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Finally, it is worth noting that simply jamming legitimate
messages would not be effective for the adversary: in fact,
its aim is to conduct the system to accept its own messages
as valid, and not to carry out a Denial of Service attack.
2.5

The TESLA scheme

An important building block of our SOS solution is the
TESLA authentication scheme, initially conceived by [24] in
the context of media stream authentication.
TESLA assumes a loose time synchronization between a
sender and the receivers, and divides the time in epochs of
a various duration. In addition, the scheme leverages a centralized Trusted Third Party (TTP), in charge of distributing
initial secrets to all involved parties. These cryptographic
secrets, namely root keys, are kept secret and used in the
boot-up of a communication session to generate an initial
reference value, called key chain commit. The key chain
commit is generated by consecutively hashing, for a high
number n times, the root key. Then, the key chain commit
is publicly shared and made always available to all the
communicating parties.
Each message transmitted in the epoch i, namely mi , is
authenticated by appending a Hashed Message Authentication Code (HMAC) Hi , generated by hashing the message
with a key ki . Each key ki is in turn generated by hashing
the initial root key a number n − i times. At the reception
of the message, the receivers cannot immediately verify the
authenticity of the stream, as no one is aware of the key
ki used by the transmitter to generate the digest, except
the transmitter itself. After a disclosure lag d in epochs,
the key is disclosed (in broadcast) on the communication
channel and it is included in all the packets generated in
the same epoch, allowing for a delayed verification of all
the messages delivered by the transmitting entity exactly
d epochs before. The key disclosed by the communication
entities is considered authentic only if, by i consecutive
hashing operations, it matches the public (well-known) key
chain commit associated to the sender. If this is the case,
thanks to the one-way properties of the hashing functions, it
is possible to uniquely associate such a key with the entity
that generated the key chain commit, thus authenticating
the whole stream of messages.
Despite its great success, TESLA was not conceived to
work smoothly in constrained environments. To cope with
its inherent limitations, [25] designed the µTESLA scheme,
where the key is not disclosed in each packet, but only
once per epoch. In addition, taking care of the constraints
in the memory size of the sensors, µTESLA also restricts the
number of authenticated senders, thus limiting the memory
footprint of the protocol.
As will be thoroughly discussed throughout the next
sections, SOS inherits the core logic of the µTESLA protocol,
while including further amendments needed to integrate
it in the limited payload size characterizing the ADS-B
technology.

3

R ELATED W ORK

The amount of the literature related to the ADS-B technology has increased sharply in the last few years, because of

the approaching deadline 2020 on its mandatory adoption
on-board of commercial and military aircraft, as well as the
safety implications carried by this technology. Focusing on
the security research landscape, it is possible to identify two
main veins.
On the one hand, part of the solutions currently available
in the literature intentionally reject cryptography-related approaches, based on the consideration that the scarce amount
of bytes available in an ADS-B packet does not allow for
the provisioning of reliable security services. In this context,
the authors in [5] leverage fingerprints of ADS-B-equipped
airplanes to authenticate the specific stream of messages.
The fingerprint is built on the profile of the Time Difference
of Arrival (TDoA) samples of the packets coming from the
airplanes as they are received on different sensors. Then,
a central server evaluates the similarity between online
samples and local profiles, to catch eventual discrepancies.
Similarly, authors in [26] address the problem of location
verification. Specifically, they leverage multi-lateration techniques based on ADS-B signals to verify the reliability of
information broadcasted by aircraft. By following the same
principles, authors in [27] proposed to detect malicious
adversaries by adopting wireless radio fingerprinting techniques. However, despite the novelty of their proposal, they
are able to detect only about 50% of the intruders. Moreover,
in [28] the authors used the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) of ADS-B packets to detect intruders in a probabilistic fashion. Specifically, they combine the measurements
of consecutive packets sent by the two ADS-B antennas on
the top and on the bottom of the plane, to detect intruders
equipped with a single emitter. Recently, [29] focuses on the
inverse problem, i.e., the emission of fake ADS-B messages
from ground stations towards the aircraft, and proposes
a method that allows an aircraft to autonomously detect
deviations from the nominal trajectory.
On the other hand, few solutions still push cryptography solutions, even if contextualizing their adoption in the
severe constraints on the ADS-B communication technology.
Providing a few examples in this direction, authors in [30]
recently proposed a Staged Identity Based Encryption (IBE)
(SIBE) scheme to enhance confidentiality of ADS-B communications. Specifically, the aircraft negotiates a shared key
with each base station it is communicating with, providing
such a key in a message encrypted with the public key of the
base station. Then, all following messages between the two
entities are exchanged using the provided symmetric key.
Even if the proposal is valuable, the authors actually convert
the broadcast communication channel in a unicast channel,
thus heavily modifying the logic and the functioning of the
ADS-B technology. The authors in [31], instead, adopt an
IBE scheme, in which the keys are derived in a hierarchic
fashion from a root authority (such as ICAO or EUROCONTROL) and the specific airline. Thus, each aircraft
is able to sign its messages with a unique key, uniquely
related to the related airline company and to the specific
root authority. Such a relationship is verifiable also in the
reception stage, where each receiver can also verify multiple
messages in a single batch. However, being rooted on heavy
bilinear pairing techniques, the inclusion of this proposal
in the ADS-B technology generates a very high message
overhead, being very hard to be really implemented in
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the next generation avionics systems (see Sec. 6 for more
details). In [32], the authors replace the CRC at the end
of the ADS-B message with a digest produced by using a
HMAC technique. To fit the digest in the reduced available
space in the message, they concatenate and group different
messages in the same digest, and verify them altogether
when all pieces are received. The same logic is followed
by the same authors in [33], enriching the scheme in a
holistic framework that merges cryptography techniques
and timestamps validation. While being valuable and maintaining the ADS-B message format, these proposals are not
backward-compatible, as the messages generated with the
new CRC will not be accepted as valid by receivers that
still check the legacy format of the CRC. In addition, these
proposals leverage the ADS-B IN mode when the aircraft
changes its predicted path, thus not being fully deployable
at this time, given that the adoption of ADS-B IN is still not
planned. In addition, these solutions are not robust to an
high level of packet loss on the single communication link:
in fact, if a single packet is lost on the single link between
the transmitter and the receiver, the whole set of packets
validated through the same HMAC is lost.
Many works also focused on the physical layer of the
ADS-B technology. For instance, the authors in [34] recently
proposed to use the Phase Shift Keying (PSK) modulation
scheme to overcome the security issues of the ADS-B protocol. Thanks to a smart design, the authors were able to
increase by a factor of 5 the available space in the ADS-B
payload, as well as to provide enhanced security features.
A few proposals in the last years already identified the
TESLA scheme as a suitable option to secure the ADS-B
technology. While [1] briefly highlighted potential benefits
and drawbacks, recent work [35], [36], and [37] provided
more details. However, these approaches have several limitations: first, none of them is a fully standard-compliant
solution, that can be implemented as a simple software
update to the current ADS-B transmitters on board of the
aircraft. In addition, these proposals did not consider the
impact of TESLA on the ADS-B technology, neither with
reference to the message overhead nor to the message size.
In addition, despite being able to continuing work effectively despite packet losses, they are not able to recover lost
messages on single communication link. Finally, none of the
above approaches integrate the TESLA scheme in a fullyfledged security framework, contextualizing its adoption in
a complete system architecture based on the current system
deployment.
SOS, instead, is fully standard-compliant, thus being immediately deployable in current ADS-B aircraft as a simple
software update. In addition, SOS trade-offs between the
security level and the bandwidth overhead, thus minimally
affecting the information delivery rate from the aircraft
while improving the overall security of the ADS-B communication technology. Finally, the architecture of SOS leverages the deployment of multiple ADS-B receivers and the
joint processing of the sensed data on centralized servers,
thus being robust against packet single losses events and
particularly suitable for the current system deployment.

4

T HE SOS SOLUTION

This section sheds lights on the proposed SOS scheme,
designed to guarantee the authenticity of the broadcast
messages delivered by aircraft during the flight. We first
illustrate the system scenario assumed in this contribution.
Then, we detail the standard-compliant extension of the
ADS-B protocol introduced to support the new security
services and, finally, we provide the details of the security
protocol.
4.1

System Architecture

The system architecture assumed in this work involves the
following entities:
-

-

-

-

Avionics Authority. It is a TTP, in charge of assigning
unique cryptography materials to all ADS-B aircraft.
It is also supposed to be always available online,
ready to reply to inquiries from receivers or community servers. In the real world, this is the role actually
played by international organizations such as ICAO
or EUROCONTROL.
Aircraft. It is an ADS-B equipped aircraft, periodically broadcasting ADS-B standard-compliant information, position and speed messages on the 1090ES
frequency band.
Receivers. They are a set of receiver antennas, placed
in strategic positions in a way to have the clearest
view of the skies. They can be operated by freelancers, Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs),
airports, as well as industries or academia. Their
role is simply to detect, receive and decode ADS-B
messages from aircraft in their transmission range,
and to forward them to the community servers. Note
that the receivers can be both ground-based and
space-based.
Community Servers. It is a set of general-purpose
servers, that gather messages from receivers operated through its services and apply additional computing intelligence to these data, with the aim of
providing advanced services (i.e., tracking of civil
aircraft). This is the role actually played by openparticipation communities, such as OpenSky Network and Flight Radar projects, to name a few. A
similar role is also played today by crowd-sourcing
servers, such as the ones of the Aireon initiative,
integrating information from ground-based receivers
(e.g. FlightAware) and space-based receivers.

As highlighted in the following Fig. 3, three different
communication technologies are involved in the scenario
assumed in our work.
The first communication technology is the GPS, used
by the aircraft to obtain its current position and velocity
(1). Such information is then broadcasted by the aircraft in
ADS-B OUT packets, that are detected by the receivers on
the ground (2). Then, the receivers deliver the received information to the Community Servers via a regular Hyper Text
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) connection, protected through the
well-known Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol (3).
Recently, the Aireon technology has further extended this
communication scenario, enabling satellites equipped with
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Figure 3. Communication technologies involved in the scenario assumed in our work.

compatible ADS-B receivers to receive messages originated
from the aircraft, drastically improving the coverage capabilities (see https://aireon.com/services/).
We highlight that the broadcast wireless transmission of
the ADS-B packet from the aircraft is decoupled from the
wired and unicast transmission of the received information
from the receivers to the Community Servers. Indeed, these
two operations happen on two different channels, and are
unaware one of the other.
As the ADS-B receivers are fixed and their deployment
strives to be uniform on the ground, there will be always
at least one receiver detecting the messages originated by
the aircraft. These receivers forward the received messages
to the Community Servers via wired Internet connections,
thus allowing for their verification. Situations where the
receivers cannot be deployed are possible—e.g., oceans.
In these cases, however, the actual technological trend is
to cover these surveillance gaps via space-based receivers,
enjoying better communication links due to the absence
of obstacles. Thus, both ground-based and space-based receivers contribute to detect ADS-B messages and forward
them to the Community Servers.
On the one hand, the ADS-B communication technology
does not require a channel establishment operation, as the
transmission of information takes place in broadcast, without any intended receiver. On the other hand, the ground
base station is connected to the Internet through a wired
technology, and it does not have any limitation in terms of
computational power and processing capabilities. Thus, the
receiver can setup a secure TLS connection with the server
and provide it the received data without any constraint on
the transmission rate and the available bandwidth.
Overall, SOS consists of two software modules:
-

-

Wireless Module, consisting of a software update to
the ADS-B communication technology, extending the
ADS-B protocol to support the delivery of cryptography material sent by the aircraft. This module is
also in charge of retrieving the initial secrets from
the Avionics Authority, and managing their periodic
update.
Verification Module, installed on the community
servers, in charge of processing the stream of messages received at the server and validating their
authenticity.

In the following we assume that an ADS-B-equipped airplane, communicating on the 1090ES frequency band, starts
broadcasting ADS-B messages, that are detected, received,
and decoded by a set of receivers and then forwarded to the
community servers operating them. In this context, the final
aim of the SOS framework is to assess the authenticity of the
messages, even in the presence of the adversary depicted in
Sec. 2.4, able to inject fake, spoofed messages.
An important assumption needed for SOS to work as
intended is a loose time synchronization between emitting
aircraft, receivers and the community servers. Specifically,
the time is divided in time slots, that can be generally
assumed as having each a different duration di . If t0 is the
boot-up time instant of the flight (i.e., the time in which
the airplane was first turned on), the time-slot ti will be
Pi−1
triggered at ti = t0 + j=0 dj . It is worth noting that
time synchronization between involved actors can be easily
achieved. In fact, aircraft are always connected to the GPS
system, that is providing exact time. Moreover, both the
receivers and the community servers are connected to the
Internet, hence they can leverage one of the many protocols
available to achieve synchronization [38], [39]. Indeed, even
if GPS spoofing attacks on-board of the aircraft are possible,
the detection and avoidance of GPS spoofing attacks at
very high altitudes is a standalone research problem, where
effective contributions are already available [40], [41].
Finally, as recommended by the latest ADS-B standard
documentation [9], we assume that the transmission rate
from the emitting aircraft is fixed and equal to 6 messages/sec.
4.2 A Standard-Compliant Extension of the ADS-B
Message
The SOS framework requires the delivery of specific messages from the aircraft, containing the cryptography material that can be used to authenticate the regular ADS-B
messages. To this aim, the Wireless Module needs to be
installed as a software update to all the ADS-B equipped
aircraft, to equip them with the capabilities to manage and
deliver cryptography elements.
Specifically, the cryptography material is included in
the payload in a standard-compliant fashion, by specifying
values of the sub-field Type that are actually reserved for
future use. To this aim, we hereby extend the current ADS-B
specification, by defining two new types of message:
-

-

SOS Digest, T ype = 25. This message type is used to
deliver the message digest at the end of a slot by an
aircraft.
SOS Key, T ype = 32. This message type is used at the
beginning of each slot to deliver the verification key
used in the previous slot, allowing the verification of
the full batch of messages.

When the sub-field Type in the payload is either 25 or
32, the following fields are dedicated to the specific portion
of the cryptography material sent by the aircraft, either the
digest or the key. Note that the available space in the ADS-B
packet is only 48 bits; thus, fragmentation is needed when
the length of the cryptography material exceeds such a limit.
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It is worth noting that, differently from other scenarios
and communication technologies, SOS fragmented the cryptographic messages without relying on dedicated fragment
fields within the ADS-B message. This choice is due to the
following reasons:
•

•

•

SOS message flow

The SOS framework provides messages authentication
leveraging delayed hash chains. While it is inspired by
the µTESLA protocol proposed in [25], it provides crucial
modifications to let the scheme work even in a severe
constrained environment such as the ADS-B technology.
When SOS is installed, according to its configuration by
the system administrator, for each sender specified in the
ICAO address field of the received message, the community
servers can work in the following two modes:
-

-

In the following we focus on the detailed description of
the operations in the Secured Mode. The interactions between
the involved entities are showed in Fig. 4.

Reception of out-of-order packets is very unlikely to
happen. In fact, the ADS-B standard recommends the
delivery of 6 packets/second, with a minimum interarrival time of about 166 milliseconds. Considering
that the ADS-B communication link is always singlehop, messages are delivered wirelessly at a speed
that is approximately the speed of light (c ≈ 3 ∗ 108
m/s); in addition, the theoretical maximum range of
ADS-B is 600 km. Thus, a message can reach the
farthest receiver (600 km) in a maximum time of 2
milliseconds, that is two orders of magnitude less
than the minimum interarrival time.
The receivers are time synchronized. Thus, the community server can rely on the reception timestamp
of the ADS-B messages on the single receivers to
establish their time correlation.
Finally, including a fragmentation field in the ADS-B
message would further decrease the number of payload bits available for the information message, possibly leading to an increased message overhead.

The reconstruction of the cryptographic values can be
easily performed at the receiver side by simply looking at
the reception timestamp of the received messages, as all the
entities in the system are loosely time-synchronized.
4.3

Only if the authenticity of the message is verified, it
is released and used for further processing.

Unsecured Mode. As soon as a new message is received from one of the receivers, it is immediately
accepted and used for further processing, without
any verification of its authenticity. The cryptographic
messages (i.e. the HMAC generated at the time slot,
and the key related to the previous time slot) having the sub-field Type equal to either 25 or 32, are
silently discarded. This mode allows for backwardcompatibility of SOS even for aircraft that do not run
our wireless module. Alternatively, the unsecured
mode can be used for specific aircraft whose packet
loss profile is very high. We will discuss such a
situation thoroughly in Sec. 6.
Secured Mode. When a new message is received,
it is temporarily stored in a buffer, until both the
SOS digest and the SOS key for the current time-slot
are received. Then, along with the other messages
received in the same time-slot, the message is passed
to the Verification Module for the authenticity check.

Figure 4. The SOS scheme.

Overall, the SOS scheme includes three different phases:
the Setup Phase, the Online Phase and the Verification Phase,
involving each different actors. The details of the phases are
thoroughly discussed here below.
Setup Phase.
This phase is executed once at the boot-up of the flight by
the Avionics Authority (i.e., a recognized leading authority
in the Avionics field, such as ICAO or EUROCONTROL). It
is dedicated to the provisioning of cryptography materials
to the airplane, that will be used during the flight to authenticate stream of messages. These cryptography materials
includes the following elements:
-

-

Master Key, that is a key-string of length K bit,
uniquely dedicated to a particular aircraft for the
duration of the flight. A new Master Key is issued
for every new flight by the Avionics Authority.
n, that is a large integer number indicating the overall
length of the hash chain, as well as the total number
of keys used by the airplanes during the flight.

At the reception of the above cryptography material, the
aircraft can generate the Root Key K0 as in the following Eq.
1:
K0 = H(H(...(H(KM )...))) = H n (KM ),
(1)
where H n (KM ) indicates the execution of the hashing
function H on the input value KM for n consecutive times.
Then, the aircraft publicizes on the Avionics Authority website the following parameters:
-

the ICAO address of the flight, i.e., the unique identifier of the aircraft for this flight;
the value t0 , that is the reference starting operation
time of the aircraft;
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-

the root key K0 , that can be used to verify the
authenticity of the keys used in the following timeslots.

These values are always accessible publicly throughout
the duration of the flight, and can be queried by external
entities, such as the community servers, to verify the authenticity of messages reporting the specific ICAO address
as the sender of the message.
Online Phase.
The online phase takes place during the regular flight
of the aircraft, provided that it has exceeded the quote
of 18,000 feet. During the time-slot ti , i > 0, the aircraft delivers a number N of messages, namely m =
[m1 , m2 , ..., mn , ..., mN ], N ≥ 1.
During the slot, the aircraft computes the time-slot key
Ki , that is the key used to authenticate the N messages sent
during the slot ti , according to the following Eq. 2:

Ki = H n−i (KM ).

the authenticity is ideal to be carried out on the Community
Servers. In fact, given that the verification of the messages
could be heavy and time-consuming to be performed (more
details will follow), and that one or more messages could be
lost on the single communication link (more details on this
will be provided in Sec. 6), such an operation is more likely
to be performed on the community servers. In the following
discussion we assume that the operations are carried out on
the community server.
In this phase, the Community Servers will trigger the
Regular Mode, aimed at the verification of the authenticity of
the messages.
Regular Mode: in this mode the community servers
check the following conditions:
-

(2)

H i (Ki ) = H i (H n−i (K0 )) = H n (K0 ) = K0 .

Right after the delivering of the message mN , the aircraft
is able to calculate the message digest hi , according to the
following Eq.3:

hi = HM AC(m, Ki ) = H((Ki0 ⊕opad)||H((Ki0 ⊕ipad)||m)),
(3)
where Ki0 is another secret key generated from the key
Ki , the symbol || refers to the concatenation operation,
while ipad and opad are the well-known hexadecimal inner
and outer constants, respectively [42]. As the transformation from Ki to Ki0 , the inner and the outer constants are
standardized HMAC operations, the interested reader can
refer to [42] for the specific details on the cryptography
operations.
Overall, the digest hi provides the verification of the
entire pool of messages delivered within the time-slot ti .
Hence, it is delivered as the last message of the slot, right
before its time limit. In addition, if its byte-size is greater
than the maximum space available in the ADS-B payload
(i.e., 48 bits), message fragmentation will be necessary to
completely deliver its value.
On the receiver side, the receiver antennas detect, decode
and forward the ADS-B message to the related community
server. However, being working in the Secured Mode, the
Community Server temporarily stores the message in a
local buffer before further processing, as the verification
of the authenticity of the whole set of N messages cannot
be performed until the key Ki used to build the digest is
disclosed.
Verification Phase.
The verification phase related to the i-th slot ti takes
place in the following slot, ti+1 . On the aircraft side, it involves the delivering of the key Ki used in the slot ti to generate the digest hi . As previously discussed for the digest,
if the size of the key exceeds the maximum space available
in an ADS-B packet (48 bits), message fragmentation will be
necessary to deliver its full value. At the reception of the
message, the receivers forward the messages to the community server. It is worth noting that, even if at this time both
the receivers and the community servers are in possession
of the key necessary to establish the authenticity of the
messages received in the previous slot ti , the verification of

Key Verification: the value obtained by hashing exactly i times the key Ki is equal to the publicly
available key chain commit K0 , as the following Eq.
4 holds:

-

(4)

The successful verification of the condition in Eq. 4
actually certifies the unique relationship between the
holder of the key chain commit K0 and the holder
of the time-slot key Ki , as it is the only entity that,
knowing the Master Key KM , could have generated
Ki in the right way.
Digest Verification: the value h0i obtained as a result
of the HMAC operation on the set of messages
m = [m1 , m2 , ..., mn , ..., mN ] with the time-slot key
Ki matches the verification digest hi received at the
end of the i-th slot ti , as in the following Eq. 5:

h0i = HM AC(m1 ||m2 ||...||mN , Ki ) = hi .

(5)

The successful verification of the above check actually validates the whole set of N messages delivered
in the i-th slot ti , and makes them available for
further processing. Instead, in case this second check
is not verified for any of the active aircraft, it means
that the aircraft is under message injection attack. In
this case, the following Decision Mode is triggered.
Decision Mode: in this phase the community servers
make an attempt of recovering the legitimate set of messages
delivered in the slot ti , while discarding fake packets. Specifically, this phase can either validate a part of the messages
and discard the other part, or discard all the messages. It
is worth noting that the number N of expected legitimate
messages is known in advance to the Community Servers,
given that the number of messages between two consecutive
Verification Key messages is fixed. Now, assuming that M
messages are received on the community servers during the
slot ti , the following operations are executed as described
below.
-

-

If M < N , the community servers cannot even
validate the set of messages, as a number N − M
messages have been lost on all the available communication links. In this case, the M messages are
simply discarded.
If M == N , as the initial verification in the Regular
Mode already failed, two situations are possible: (i)
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-

-

-

-

a number of messages was injected, equal to the
number of messages that was lost or (ii) the adversary delayed a message, actually inverting their
natural order. Thus, the community servers try all
the possible permutations of the M = N messages,
looking for a match between the resulting hash
and the digest hi . Hence, the maximum number of
hash comparisons that the community servers will
perform will be equal to N !, i.e., the number of
permutations (without repetition) of the N messages.
In case a match is found, the natural order of the
messages is restored and the messages, in this order,
are made available for further processing. If no match
is found, the situation (i) is validated, and thus the
whole pool is discarded.
If M > N , it is likely that M = N +J , where N is the
set of legitimate messages while J are the number of
messages injected by the adversary.
We recall that each message mn delivered by the
aircraft is received by a receiver a at the time instant
tn,a , that we call hereby as the reception timestamp. In
addition, we recall that all the receivers are loosely
time synchronized. Assuming that Wi is the time
from the reception of the first message in the slot ti to
the last received message within the same slot, such
a time duration is divided in a number of smallest
time-frames, where each small time frame contains
all the replicas of a specific message received by a
number of receivers. If M is the total number of
unique messages received in the time slot ti , the
community servers divide the duration of the time
slot in M smaller time frames, each containing a
number Lm of replicas of the same message.
In each time frame, the community servers take
a decision, considering as valid only the messages
that have been received by at least two receivers,
while discarding messages received only on isolated
receivers. After this data cleansing process, a total
number of T < M messages are still pending a
decision.
On the remaining T > N messages, the community
servers try all the possible combinations of N messages, looking for a correspondence with the digest
hi received for this slot. In detail, for each group
of N time-ordered messages, the community servers
compute the HMAC of the messages concatenation
by using the key Ki previously validated, and checks
if the resulting value h0i matches hi . Overall, the maximum number of computations performed on the
T
community servers’ side can be obtained as ∆ = N
.
In case a valid pool is found, this pool is validated
and made available for further processing. If no valid
pool is found all the T messages are discarded as
their authenticity cannot be verified.
Finally, a message can be delivered by the Community Servers to the Receiver Antennas, to inform
any participating device about the specific messages
whose authenticity have been validated.

It is worth noting that the same mechanisms used for
rejecting forged information messages can be used also to

reject not authentic cryptographic messages. More details
about the specific strategy will be provided in Sec. 5.
Note that our scheme is able to reject any replay attack without recurring to any nonce or frame counter, but
only recurring to shuffling and combination operations performed on the community servers. This contributes to save
further space in the payload of ADS-B messages, further reducing the bandwidth consumption of the SOS framework.
To sum up, the strategy implemented by SOS in the
Verification Phase is indeed effective against an adversary
that performs message injection and message order manipulation attacks using a ground-based SDR. This latter feature
is achieved by leveraging the reception of the messages on at
least two receivers in the set of the feasible receivers. Given
that the ADS-B technology is very sensitive to obstacles in
the path from the transmitter to the receiver [11], adversaries
equipped with simple SDRs held at the ground level will
not be able to replicate their messages on a large set of
receivers. Otherwise, if the adversary can generate messages
from higher altitudes (e.g., through ADS-B-equipped drones
or antennas positioned in areas on top of mountains), SOS
still will be able to extract (within the boundaries of the
model described in Sec. 2.4) the legitimate set of messages.
We highlight that the verification of the authenticity of
the messages by using the SOS framework is not performed
in real time. Indeed, the digest generated by the aircraft to
authenticate all the messages in the time slot ti is delivered
at the end of the specific time-slot, while the key that can
be used by the receivers to verify the authenticity of the
messages delivered in the time-slot ti is transmitted at the
beginning of the time-slot ti+1 . In addition, all the received
messages are delivered to the Community Servers via a
regular Internet connection, protected via the standard TLS
protocol. Thus, SOS actually realizes a delayed authentication and message authenticity verification mechanism, in
order not to break the compliance with the standard ADS-B
protocol and to produce minimum message overhead in the
1090ES frequency band.
Finally, we remark that the Verification Phase of SOS
cannot be run directly on receiver antennas. Indeed, a crucial
step of SOS is the voting decision, taking place on the
Community Servers or the aircraft, and able to reject messages that are received by only one receiver. Overall, SOS is
particularly suited for running on the community servers,
mainly for two reasons: (i) the availability of multiple communication links, that can decrease packet loss events; and,
(ii) the increased availability of computational and storage
resources. However, we recall that aircraft could also verify
ADS-B messages locally when needed, e.g., when verifying
the authenticity of safety-critical ADS-B IN messages in the
context of the TCAS system. However, the aircraft could
evaluate only messages it has received locally, without communicating with the Community Servers.

5

S ECURITY C ONSIDERATIONS

In this section we summarize the security features provided
by SOS, as well as the attacks that SOS is able to reject at
run-time.
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Identification and Rejection of 1.) ADS-B Information Messages Injection; and 2.) Replay Attacks: The SOS
framework is able to identify and reject ADS-B information
messages injection and replay attacks, thanks to the checks
performed in the Verification Phase and in the Decision Mode,
as described in Sec. 4.3. Specifically, if the adversary injects
J information messages, the check in Eq. 5 will not hold
for the particular time-slot. First, out of the M = N + J
messages, the community servers will maintain only the
T messages detected by at least two receivers. Then, the
community servers will try all the possible time-ordered
combinations of N out of the T received messages, looking for a correspondence with the digest hi delivered by
the aircraft. The maximum number of comparisons that
the community server will perform to
find the legitimate
T
group of messages will be ∆ = N
. There will be only
one combination satisfying Eq. 5. The N messages in this
group will be considered legitimate, while the others will be
discarded.
Identification and Rejection of 3.) Key and Digest Messages Injection; and 4.) Replay Attacks: Similar
mechanisms are used by SOS to identify and reject key
and/or digest messages Injection and Replay attacks. In
case the adversary replayed or injected J fake cryptographic
messages, being them part of the digest or the key, the
community servers can immediately realize the occurrence
of the attack, since the number of messages received for the
digest or the key will be higher than the expected one (P and
Q, respectively). Such an attack can be rejected recurring to
the same combination mechanism described above for the
information messages.
If a key message was replayed by the adversary, the community servers will not be able to immediately verify Eq. 4.
Thus, they will try each combination of P messages out of
the P + J available. Only one combination will satisfy Eq.
4, i.e., the combination that left out the J messages replayed
by the adversary. Thus, the J messages left out for the
particular check will be discarded and only the authentic P
messages will be used to validate the information delivered
in the slot.
By following the same logic, also a replay of J digest
messages will be rejected. In fact, the community servers
will immediately identify the occurrence of the attack given
that it received a number of Q + J messages, instead of
the Q expected. As such, the community servers will try
to verify the check in Eq. 5 by using a digest each time
different, generated by concatenating Q out of the Q + J
digest messages. Only one combination of Q messages will
lead to the verification of Eq. 5, i.e., the concatenation of the
authentic Q messages. Thus, the J replayed messages can
be identified and rejected.
Identification and Partial Rejection of Denial of Service (DoS) attacks: In case the adversary injects messages
at transmission rates higher than the one recommended by
the ADS-B standard (6 messages/second), such an attack
situation could be immediately detected by the Community
Servers, by simply looking at the unexpected number of
messages received by the same aircraft in a given time
slot. In case only one receiver detects the messages originated by the adversary (as it is usual when adversaries use
commercial SDR held at the ground level), these messages

can be discarded in the Decision Mode, where the Community Server only carries out the validation procedures on
messages that are received by at least two receivers. In
case the (many) messages originated by the adversary are
detected by at least two receivers and exceed the recommended ADS-B transmission rate, the community servers
will discard all the messages reporting the target ICAO
address in the related field of the ADS-B packet. Therefore,
even exceeding the recommended rate and using expensive
resources, the attacker could only achieve a DoS attack,
compromising the verification of all the messages in a single
time slot. However, it will not be successful in getting its
messages accepted as legitimate, that was its declared final
objective, as reported in the adversary model described in
Sec. 2.4.
Robustness to Partial Key and Hash Message Loss:
The SOS framework is also able to resume regular functionalities after message loss situations involving either the
ADS-B information messages or the cryptographic messages, being them related to SOS Key or SOS Digest messages.
First, we remark that SOS is very robust against message
loss events. This is achieved by leveraging the deployment
of multiple receivers on the ground, providing location
diversity features. For the SOS framework to work as intended, at least one receiver should receive a legitimate
message originated by the aircraft. Thus, increasing the
number of receivers increases the verification probability,
too. The quantitative details about the robustness of SOS to
message loss events are provided in Sec. 6.
In the rare event where a message (being it an information or a cryptographic message) is lost on the communication channel, the messages delivered by the aircraft
in the following time-slots could still be verified. In fact,
the computations required on the community servers and
described by eqs. 4 and 5 only involve elements available
in the same time-slot ti (the N information messages, the
digest of the current slot and the related key) and publicly
available values (the root key K0 ). Thus, even if the information delivered in the time-slot ti−1 could not be validated,
the information delivered in the following time-slot ti could
still be validated, independently.
Protection against Digest and Key Forgery: Sec.
6.2 describes the bandwidth overhead of SOS according
to the size of the key and the digest used to guarantee
the authenticity of the messages. Of course, these values
also provide the indication of the security level provided
to the ADS-B communication technology. Even assuming a
key size of 128 bits and a digest size of 128 bits, to break
the protocol the adversary should be able to pre-compute
accordingly long digests, find a colliding digest chain, block
the reception of legitimate messages on the aircraft and
inject its own malicious messages on at least two receivers
deployed on-the ground, that is indeed a huge effort.
Considering that the cryptographic values used for the
particular slot could not be useful for the adversary outside
that particular time-slot, the adversary should be able to
find the root key K0 before the end of the flight, typically
not more than 24 hours, that is indeed a computationally
unfeasible task. Note that, where necessary, the security
level provided the communication can be easily increased,
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with only a little bandwidth overhead. Details about the
bandwidth overhead of SOS in different configurations are
provided in Sec. 6.2.
We refer the interested readers to the large number of
security analyses on TESLA for further considerations on
the security level and the security properties inherited by
SOS [24], [43], [44].

6

P ERFORMANCE A SSESSMENT

In this section we evaluate theoretically and experimentally
the performance of the SOS framework. To this aim, we
implemented a proof of concept of our scheme, described
in Sec. 6.1. Assuming a benign scenario (i.e., no adversary),
the bandwidth overhead of SOS is investigated in Sec. 6.2,
while a detailed study of the effect of uniformly at random
and burst packet losses is conducted in Sec. 6.3. Next, in Sec.
6.4 we experimentally test the performance of SOS in presence of an active adversary, injecting and modifying ADS-B
messages on the ADS-B communication channel. Finally, in
Sec. 6.5, we compare the features and performance of SOS to
other approaches recently published in the literature, with
reference to the system security requirements previously
identified.
6.1

Experimental set-up

To demonstrate the feasibility of our scheme for real ADS-B
communications, we deployed an experimental proof-ofconcept of the SOS framework. In order to increase the
audience that could reproduce our results, we chose the
GNURadio ecosystem. It includes the following hardware
components:
-

-

Ettus Research X310 SDR (Ettus): it is a highperformance, scalable SDR platform, specifically conceived for designing and deploying next generation
wireless communications systems, and actually representing the state-of-the-art technology for SDRs.
The hardware architecture includes two extendedbandwidth daughterboard slots, covering the bandwidth [0 – 6] GHz, and up to 120 MHz of base-band
bandwidth, multiple high-speed interface options
(PCIe, dual 10 GigE, dual 1 GigE), and a large userprogrammable Kintex-7 FPGA (https://www.ettus.
com/product/details/X310-KIT). As for the daughtherboards within the SDR, we used the UBX160
daughterboard, a full-duplex wide-band transceiver
that covers frequencies from 10 MHz to 6 GHz,
with up to 160 MHz of instantaneous bandwidth
(https://www.ettus.com/product/details/UBX160).
Dell XPS15 9560 Laptop: it is a medium-performance
laptop, equipped with an Intel Core i7700HQ processor working at 2.80GHz, 32 GB of RAM memory and
1TB of hard disk. It also includes a NVIDIA GEForce
10GTX Graphical Processing Unit (GPU), that can be
leveraged to achieve resource-consuming tasks.

A picture of the real deployment of our proof-of-concept
set-up is shown in Fig. 5.
On the Ettus, we have installed the widespread, opensource, and GPL-V3 licensed GNURadio operating system

Figure 5. The SOS proof-of-concept leveraging Ettus Research X310
SDRs.

[45]. On the transmission side, GNURadio has been extended with a custom ADS-B Transmitter module, compliant with the latest ADS-B specifications, emitting real ADS-B
1090ES messages. On the receiver side, we used a real
working ADS-B receiver, namely gr-air-modes, widely used
by freelancers and industries to receive real ADS-B messages
over the 1090ES frequency band 1 . Specifically, we extended
this module to log the raw bytes of the received ADS-B
messages, and to deliver these logs to our SOS community
server, implemented as a Python process in the laptop. It is
worth noting that the current generation of ADS-B receivers
operated by the OpenSky Network community, consisting
of a large variety of hardware types (including dump1090,
RadarCape, Raspberry PI, to name a few), run a common
firmware that is exactly the one that we used in our proofof-concept, thus guaranteeing a straightforward integration
of SOS in the current OpenSky Network deployment.
To strictly adhere to the reality of ADS-B communications, we performed a preliminary acquisition phase, in
which we acquired 10 minutes of real ADS-B messages
emitted by nearby aircraft. Then, we used these messages
in our proof-of-concept, enriching them with the authentication messages provided by the SOS framework.
In the experiments, one Ettus SDR has been elected as the
ADS-B Transmitter, and it has been configured to transmit
real ADS-B packets on the TX/RX antenna at the rate of
6 packets/sec. The transmission power has been carefully
tuned in order not to exceed an overall transmission range
of 5 meters, so as to not interfere with legitimate ADS-B
communications. On the receiver side, a maximum number
of 8 ADS-B receivers have been configured, acting as receiver antennas and logging the received ADS-B packets.
We could configure 8 receivers since each Ettus has two
daugtherboards. Note that the maximum number of ADS-B
receivers has been chosen in order to reflect the actual maximum number of OpenSky Network receivers in visibility
of the same airplane, as described in [11]. These packets are then provided (via Gigabit Ethernet connections)
to the laptop, where the Community Server continuously
acquires and analyzes them. For the implementation of
1. https://github.com/bistromath/gr-air-modes
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SOS, we have selected the standardized SHA512 hashing
function and the HMAC-SHA512 keyed digest generation
function. The code of the whole proof-of-concept has been
released as open-source at the following link: https://github.
com/ssciancalepore/SOS_Securing_Open_Skies. This will help
practitioners, academia, and industries to verify our findings, use the transmitter to test their own research ideas,
and in general to foster research toward the enhancement of
the security of ADS-B communications.
6.2

Analysis of the SOS Message Overhead

We hereby analyze the effect of the integration of the SOS
framework on the message overhead of regular ADS-B communications. Fig. 6 provides the percentage of the message
overhead due to the integration of the wireless module of
SOS, assuming increasing size of the verification digest and
different duration of the time-slot ti . In detail, we configured
a fixed size of the time-slot key ki equal to 128 bits, and
we evaluated the amount of additional messages delivered
on the wireless communication interface within a reference
time windows of 60 seconds.

Figure 6. SOS overhead with variable digest size and slot duration.

As expected, increasing the size of the verification digest
increases the overhead of the SOS framework, too. In fact,
as only 48 bits can be included in a single ADS-B packet,
fragmentation is required and more physical messages
should be delivered to completely transfer the whole digest.
Conversely, increasing the duration of the time-slot reduces
the message overhead of SOS: in fact, a higher number of
messages could be authenticated using the same digest, thus
reducing the number of SOS Digest messages per time unit.
While these tests have been performed assuming the maximum transmission rate of an aircraft, i.e., 6 messages/sec,
the message overhead of SOS is also related to the message
rate of the aircraft. In the limit case in which a digest is
delivered for each ADS-B message, assuming a digest of
128 bit, 3 additional packets would be required, causing a
large (300%) overhead—a similar strategy is used in [36], as
discussed in Sec. 6.5. By grouping more messages together,
instead, the message overhead could be drastically reduced.
Similar considerations are valid when the size of the
verification key increases, by assuming a fixed length (128
bits) of the verification digest, as shown in Fig. 7.
It is worth noting that Figs. 6-7 include also the time
dimension, reported as the duration of the reference time
slot assumed for the SOS framework. We recall that such

Figure 7. SOS overhead with variable key length and slot duration.

time duration, besides being the duration of a time slot, represents also the maximum delay between the delivering of a
given ADS-B message and the delivering of the verification
key by the aircraft, allowing the receivers and the community servers to validate their authenticity. Thus, the smaller
the time duration of a slot, the smaller will be the delay
between the delivering of a message and its verification, and
the higher would be the message overhead on the wireless
communication link. When the time duration of the slot
increases, also the delay between the delivering of a message
by the aircraft and its verification on the Community Servers
decreases, given that the key will be transmitted after a
longer time. However, the same number of SOS digest and
key will be used to verify an increased number of ADS-B
messages, thus decreasing the message overhead.
The overall security level provided by SOS on the wireless communication channel is given by the size of both the
verification key and the verification digest. Thus, a trade-off
is necessary between the message overhead and the security
level, as too long digests and keys provide better security
but an overwhelming message overhead. Assuming a key
length of 128 bits and a message digest length of 128 bit, 6
additional messages per time-slot are necessary to provide
authentication. In the case of a 2s-long time-slot, this leads
to a message overhead of the 47.58%, that can be embedded
within the actual packet transmission rate of the ADS-B
technology or added to the legitimate packet rate, leading
to an increase from 6 packets/sec to 9 packets/sec.
6.3

The impact of packet loss

As highlighted by several contributions in the literature [5],
[11], the ADS-B communication technology is affected by
severe packet loss issues, especially on single communication links. This is due to the sensitivity of the 1090ES
frequency band to multi-path and shadowing effects, that
drastically affect the quality of the communication link. The
packet loss events characterizing ADS-B communications
could happen either accordingly to a uniformly random
distribution or in bursts, depending on the features of the
surrounding environment. Overall, SOS is able to overcome
packet losses events on single communication links leveraging its distributed and redundant architecture, based on the
deployment of different receivers in different locations, that
indeed improves the packet reception probability.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 8. Percentage of verifiable slots with uniformly at random packet
losses and a time-slot of (a) 2s and (b) 5s.

Uniformly at Random Packet Losses. Uniformly at
random packet losses events can happen in real flight conditions, due to exceptional interference with other transmissions on the same frequency. In our proof-of-concept we
emulated uniformly at random packet loss events on single
communication link, through a uniform distribution with a
given percentage of packet loss events, from 0 to 90%, in
steps of 10%. We tested the effects of uniformly at random
packet loss events with an increasing number of receivers,
from 1 to 8, and with two reference slot duration, i.e, 2s and
5s. We have tested 1000 consecutive slots and the results are
summarized in figs. 8(a) and 8(b), respectively.
As expected, the resiliency of SOS to packet losses events
can be enhanced by deploying an increasing number of
receivers. Even with a severe loss of 60%, assuming 8
receivers and a 2s time-slot duration, 80.18% of the slots
are still verifiable. Comparing Fig. 8(a) with Fig. 8(b), it
also emerges that a longer slot duration slightly reduces the
robustness to packet loss. In fact, assuming a 60% packet
loss percentage, 59% of the slots are verifiable assuming a
slot duration of 5 seconds. Indeed, in a longer time frame
there is an higher chance that a packet loss event occurs at
the same time on all the available receivers, compromising
the verification of a larger set of packets.
Burst Packet Losses. Burst packet losses in regular
aircraft operations can happen when the link between the
transmitting aircraft and the receiver is obstructed by a
massive obstacle, e.g., a building or a mountain. In this case,
a train of packets is lost on a single link. However, SOS can
overcome such a situation leveraging the other receivers in
the same communication range, that are, instead, likely to
receive the packet. To model burst packet losses, we used
the Gilbert-Elliott 2-State Markovian Model, widely used

in the literature to model burst packet losses events [46].
In addition, we selected the target burst length based on
results in [47] and [48], being the satellite communication
link similar to the ADS-B. Finally, for each test condition,
we set the overall loss percentage and the target burst
length in a way to have a high probability (80%) to have
a burst of packet losses events of the given burst length.
Then, the profile of packet losses has been integrated in
our proof-of-concept, and results for burst lengths of 3
and 5 packets are shown in the following figs. 9(a), (b),
(c), and (d). As verified in the uniformly at random losses
scenario, a longer slot duration reduces the average number
of verifiable slots, as it increases the probability that a packet
loss event happens in the slot. Comparing Fig. 9(a) with
Fig. 9(b), it emerges that, considering the same packet loss
overall percentage, longer bursts of packet losses lead to an
higher percentage of verified slots. This is further verified
comparing the performance in figs. 9(a) and 9(b) with the
performance in case of uniformly at random packet losses
(i.e., Fig. 8(a)), where it emerges that, considering the same
overall loss percentage, the percentage of verified slots is
higher in the burst loss scenario. For instance, assuming a
60% overall loss percentage and 8 receivers, the percentage
of verified slots is 80.18% in case of uniformly at random
losses, 81.82% in case of a 3 messages long burst packet loss
model, and 84.98% in case of a 5 messages long burst packet
loss model. These findings can be explained by recalling
that, with longest bursts, packet loss events tend to be close
each other during time, thus leading to a reduced number
of average compromised slots.
The effectiveness of SOS is evident also by comparing the
results of our investigation with our recent results reported
in [11], including packet loss profiles extracted from real
ADS-B communications in the area of Switzerland in July
2017. Fig. 10 summarizes our investigation.
It is possible to notice that, in line with other contributions in the field such as [5], the ADS-B communication
technology is affected by severe packet loss issues. In fact,
when the distance is low, the packet loss percentage is
at about 60%. Then, it rises constantly (though slowly),
showing a remarkable 70% packet loss when the distance
ranges from 100 to 400 km.
It is possible to map our results to the real data obtained
by OpenSky Network. Comparing the two figures, we can
see that even in such harsh conditions, SOS can guarantee
the verification of the received messages in at least 80%
of the time-slots (assuming random packet losses events)
and approximately in 90% of the cases when packet losses
happen at bursts.
Overall, the findings summarized above show the robustness of SOS to packet loss events, further confirming its
suitability for lossy communication scenarios such as ADSB.
6.4

Thwarting an Active Adversary

The tests performed in the previous subsections focused
on a benign scenario, without any adversary, with the aim
of assessing the performance of SOS in regular operation
conditions. In this section, instead, we assume that a powerful adversary (described in Sec. 2.4) is active, with the
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Figure 10. Packet loss probability of ADS-B communications in the area
of Switzerland [11].
(a)

(b)

(c)

aim of modifying the perceived trajectory of the aircraft on
the receivers and create fake alarm situations on ground
base stations. With the capabilities previously described, the
attacker can conduct Message Injection Attacks or Message
Order Manipulation Attacks.
Message Injection Attack. The aim of Message Injection
Attacks is to confuse the receivers about the real position
and speed of the aircraft, by injected fake packets reporting
the same ICAO address of the target aircraft. In case of such
an attack, the community server cannot immediately verify
the authenticity of the received packets, thus triggering the
Decision Mode. To test the effectiveness and performance of
the Decision Mode, we computed the maximum number of
hash comparisons needed on the community server to find a
legitimate pool of N messages out of T = N + J messages,
increasing J from 1 to 6, and assuming different time-slot
duration. Then, we obtained the real (experimental) hash
rate of different Central Processing Units (CPUs) and GPUs
(as the ones in our proof-of-concept) by using the tool
hashcat (https://hashcat.net/hashcat/), and we divided the
above number of computations by the obtained hash rate.
The CPUs and GPUs selected for the comparison actually reflect different budget amounts available on the community
server: the XEON E3-1505M CPU and the GPU QUADROM1200 are low-level computational units, while the INTEL
CORE i7-7700 CPU and the GPU GEFORCE GTX-1050 are
medium level choices, with budget up to $600. Results are
summarized in Fig. 11.

(d)
Figure 9. Percentage of verifiable slots in a burst packet loss scenario,
assuming a burst of (a) 3 messages in a time-slot duration of 2s, (b) 5
messages in a time-slot duration of 2s, (c) 3 messages in a time-slot
duration of 5s, and (d) 5 messages in a time-slot duration of 5s.
Figure 11. Maximum time to find the legitimate pool of messages in case
of a message injection attack, with different computational units.

First, it is evident that the slot duration has an impact
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on the time needed to find the set of legitimate messages. In
fact, the longer the slot duration, the higher the number of
messages to evaluate in case of attack, thus increasing the
number of computations to be performed on the Community Server. Specifically, a slot duration of 5 seconds leads
to very long times, unfeasible for the current requirements
of the ADS-B technology. Thus, a trade-off is necessary
between the resilience to active adversaries and the message
overhead. Assuming a time-slot duration of 2 seconds and 6
messages/sec injected by the adversary, always less than 10
seconds are necessary to find the set of legitimate messages,
that is indeed tolerable. Performance improvements on this
general trend can be obtained by using GPUs instead of
regular CPUs, because of their enhanced capabilities in
performing hashing computations. The use of the GPU is
justified by the fact that the possible verification of Eq. 5
for each combination of messages can be performed independently, given that the computations are not dependant
on each other. Thus, this step is highly parallelizable and
can be entrusted to GPUs. The specific GPU will keep from
the pool of available combinations an item that still has not
been tested, and will try to verify Eq. 5 assuming as input
messages only the one indicated by the specific combination. If the equation is not satisfied, it will mark the specific
combination as FALSE, and it will proceed with another
untested combination. As soon as one of the combination
verifies Eq. 5, all parallel tasks are stopped and the messages
in this combination are selected as the legitimate ones. All
the others, instead, are discarded. Then, the operations are
returned to the CPU for the following tasks.
On the GEForce GTX-1090 GPU, costing few less than
$600 at the time of this writing, less than 0.1 seconds are
necessary to find the legitimate pool of messages. It is worth
noting that delay issues in the recovering of the legitimate
pool of messages are present also in the other solutions
published in the literature. To provide an example, the HIBS
solution in [31] theoretically requires up to 105 seconds
to find the legitimate pool of messages. However, this is
higher than the time required by SOS if configured with a
2s slot, further confirming its superiority. Of course, even
better performances can be achieved with more powerful
CPUs/GPUs.
Note that the tasks that GPUs have to perform, i.e., computing an hash and checking the verification of an equation,
are very similar to what modern GPUs in mining pools
already perform when mining transactions in Blockchain
systems, such as Bitcoin. Thus, their use is feasible for the
particular scenario, as described by [49] and [50].
Message Order Manipulation Attack. Message Order
Manipulation Attacks are performed by a powerful adversary that is able to receive legitimate packets, jam them
at the receiver (e.g., using a directional antenna), and then
replay them in a different order at the same receiver, with
the aim of disrupting the communication channel and create
alarm situations. The performance of SOS under such an
attack are presented in Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b), assuming
different time-slot duration of the SOS framework and different computational units. As for the previous tests, we
obtained the maximum number of computations required
on the community server and then we divided them by
the real (experimental) hash rate of different computational

units, obtained through the hashcat tool.

Figure 12. Maximum time to find the legitimate pool of messages in case
of a message order manipulation attack with (a) variable slot duration
and in [31], and (b) focusing on slot duration of 1s and 2s.

The results reported in the Fig. 12(a) demonstrates that
the slot duration of 1s and 2s are actually the most feasible
to reject Message Order Manipulation Attacks. In fact, as
shown in the magnification in Fig. 12(b), SOS is able to
obtain the legitimate set of messages and restore the natural
order always in less than 24s. Slight improvements can
be obtained using powerful GPUs such as the GEFORCE
GTX1-50, that can successfully reject Message Order Manipulation Attacks in less than 3.8 s. The performance with
higher slot duration, indeed, requires an overwhelming
amount of computations and a very long time, even with
powerful GPUs. However, Fig. 12(a) demonstrates that such
a problem affects even other solutions published in the literature, such as the HIBS solution, that would be practically
unable to find the legitimate set of messages in a reasonable
amount of time.
6.5

Comparison and Discussion

Tab. 1 shows the comparison between SOS and the closest
approaches recently published in the literature, with reference to the key requirements of the ADS-B communication
technology described in Sec. 2.3.
The solution having the least message overhead is [33],
given that it requires no additional messages. However, it
requires to modify the logic to compute the CRC in the
ADS-B packet. This choice is not standard-compliant and
breaks backward-compatible with previous ADS-B systems,
requiring major modifications of the already deployed solutions. Solutions such as the ones introduced by the authors
in [31], [36], and [37] and [31], respectively, while being
valuable, require an overwhelming number of messages
to be delivered on the wireless communication channel,
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Table 1
Comparison with security approaches published in [31], [32], [33], [35], [36], and [37].
Approach

Key Size
[bits]

Digest
Size
[bits]

Soundness
of Crypto
Parameters

Standard
compliance

Overhead
[%]

Backward
compatibility

5
X
5
X
5

Slot
Duration
[s]
5
0.12
0.12

X
5
5
5
5

2,200
0
22.9
500
500

5
5
X
X
X

Robustness Freelyto Packet available
Loss
source
code
5
5
5
5
5
X
5
5
5
5

HIBS [31]
ADS-Bsec [32], [33]
SAT [35]
LHCSAS [36]
LHCSAS Journal
Version [37]
SOS

N/A
Any
128
80
80

1,024
128
16
128
96

128

128

X

up to 2

X

47.58

X

X

thus delaying significantly the message flow. In addition,
being ADS-B particularly sensitive to packet loss issues,
and being the cited approaches not resilient to a single
loss event on the communication link, they would suffer
from severe issues if deployed in real scenarios. It is worth
noting that the lack of full standard compliance, the overwhelming bandwidth overhead, and the weak tolerance to
packet loss events characterize also the recent approach in
[37]. In addition, this approach also relies on 80-bits long
keys and 96-bits long digests, being quite weak from a
security perspective, too. The solution recently published
in [35], while being backward-compatible, is neither secure
nor standard-compliant. Indeed, it modifies the length of
an ADS-B packet by adding a 2-bytes HMAC at the end of
the regular standard ADS-B message. Moreover, using a just
2-bytes long HMAC does not provide much security.
SOS, instead, using a key size and a digest size of 128bits each, is technically sound from the security perspective.
Even if the slot duration is dynamically configurable, assuming a slot duration of 2s, it provides a 47.58% message
overhead, that is a reasonable trade-off if compared to
the message overhead of the current standard-compliant
solutions. This slight message overhead is compensated by
the compliance to the latest ADS-B standard specifications,
backward-compatibility features (no modifications to the existing deployments required) and robustness to packet loss
events, as extensively discussed in the previous sections.
Finally, the code of SOS is released as open-source, to help
practitioners, academia, and industries to verify our claims
and to adapt our code in the deployments of their solutions.

7

C ONCLUSION

In this paper we presented SOS, a standard-compliant and
loss tolerant security framework to secure ADS-B communications. SOS provides messages authenticity and integrity
security services thanks to the use of symmetric cryptography techniques. In addition, it leverages the distributed
system architecture typical of open participation communities such as OpenSky Network, based on a wide number
of spontaneous receivers reporting sensed ADS-B packets
to centralized community servers. This way, SOS is also
resilient to packet loss.
Experimental tests, performed on a realistic proof-ofconcept deployed using commercial state-of-the-art Software Defined Radios and the widely diffused GNURadio
operating system, show that SOS can be integrated within
ADS-B wireless communications with a limited overhead,

X

while successfully rejecting both Message Injection and
Message Order Manipulation Attacks. In addition, SOS
is robust against uniformly at random and burst packet
losses events, typical of ADS-B communications. Finally, the
source code of the proof-of-concept has been released as
open-source, to allow industries and academia to compare
their own performances with our solution and to leverage
useful modules in the development of their prototypes.
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